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Low-temperature phases of Xe on Pd„111…

J.F. Zhu,* H. Ellmer,† H. Malissa,‡ T. Brandstetter, D. Semrad, and P. Zeppenfeld§
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Low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! and temperature-programmed desorption~TPD! were used to de-
termine the adsorption properties and the structural phase diagram of Xe on the clean Pd~111! surface. The
binding energy of a Xe atom to the substrate is found to be quite strong (320610 meV), whereas the effective
Xe-Xe lateral interaction is extremely weak (Vlat!10 meV) and most likely attractive on the clean Pd~111!
surface. Within the monolayer regime, a phase transition sequence from a commensurate
(A33A3)R30° phase to a hexagonal incommensurate phase~HI! and, finally, to a hexagonal incommensurate
rotated phase~HIR! is observed. The resulting phase diagram is compared to theoretical predictions and other
rare-gas adsorption systems. The Xe adlayer structure turns out to be extremely sensitive to the presence of
impurities, such as H and CO. This sensitivity can be rationalized by the weak Xe-Xe lateral interaction.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.045406 PACS number~s!: 68.43.Fg, 68.43.Mn, 61.14.Hg
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interactions between physisorbed particles, nam
rare-gas atoms adsorbed on graphite1 and various meta
surfaces,2 are usually described by attractive forces of t
well-known van der Waals type. As a result, rare-gas ad
ers have often been considered as model systems for
study of phase transitions in two dimensions.3 Due to the
attractive nature of the lateral interactions physisorbed
gases are expected to undergo a first-order two-dimensi
~2D! gas-solid phase transition and to form islands~in coex-
istence with a 2D gas phase! in the submonolayer regime an
at low enough temperatures. On the other hand, repul
contributions to the lateral interaction supplementing the
tractive van der Waals interaction have been identified e
on, and may lead to a significant reduction of the net~effec-
tive! lateral interaction.3 These contributions arise from
substrate-mediated~McLachlan! and multibody interactions
as well as from the dipole-dipole repulsion between the
atoms that acquire a permanent polarization upon adsorp
In addition, the strain induced by the corrugation of the ho
ing potential together with the lattice mismatch can
viewed as a repulsive effective Xe-Xe lateral interaction.
some cases, the sum of these repulsive contributions
even outweigh the attractive van der Waals interaction
tween the adsorbates leading to an overall lateralrepulsion,
as claimed in the case of Xe/W~110!,4 Xe/Ni~100!,5 and Xe
adsorbed on various Pd surfaces.6,7 An overall repulsive lat-
eral interaction on Pd~111! was conjectured from the mono
tonic decrease of the total binding energy of a Xe atom fr
360 meV at low coverage to 335 meV close to monola
completion.6 Furthermore, instead of forming two
dimensional islands, Xe was found to adsorb in a ‘‘dilut
phase up to rather high coverages.7 Substantial repulsive
contributions to the lateral interaction have been correla
with large work function changes, i.e., a large adsorpti
induced dipole moment.6

The experimental findings suggesting a significant rep
sive contribution to the Xe lateral interactions—especially
the strongly binding substrates Pt and Pd—are in agreem
with density functional theorem~DFT! calculations for the
0163-1829/2003/68~4!/045406~9!/$20.00 68 0454
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rare gases adsorbed on jellium8 as well as DFT calculations
for Xe on Pt~111! ~Refs. 9 and 10! and Pd~111!.10 Even more
surprising, these studies predict anon-topadsorption site9,10

and a very large vibration energy for anisolatedadsorbed Xe
atom on Pt~111! of about 8.5 meV~Ref. 9! as compared to
the experimental value of 3.4 meV for thedense Xe
monolayer.11 Meanwhile, the on-top adsorption site for X
has been confirmed experimentally on various close pac
metal surfaces such as Pd~111!,12,13 Cu~111!,14 Ru~0001!,15

and Pt~111!.16 Furthermore, the correlation between adso
tion strength and strong lateral repulsive contributions
been seen in the case of Xe adsorbed at step edges o
Pt~111! surface.17,18 Whereas on Pt~111! the interaction be-
tween Xe atoms is overall repulsive only at the mo
strongly binding Pt step edges, the Xe-Xe interaction w
assumed to be repulsive even on terraces in the cas
Pd~111!. The present study reveals that the repulsive con
bution to the Xe-Xe lateral interaction on Pd~111! is, indeed,
quite important and comparable in magnitude to the attr
tive van der Waals contribution. Consequently, the sum
both contributions yields a very weakeffectivelateral inter-
action which, however, is probably stillattractive on the
cleanPd~111! substrate.

Low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! and spin-
polarized LEED ~SPLEED! studies have revealed sever
different adlayer structures for Xe adsorbed on Pd~111!. Up
to a Xe coverage just belowQ50.33 a weakly correlated
~‘‘dilute’’ ! phase was reported and attributed to a net rep
sive interaction between the Xe atoms. ForQ50.33,
the Xe adlayer forms a rather well ordere
(A33A3)R30° phase.6,7,12,19Upon further exposure of Xe
at a surface temperatureT555 K, additional high-order
commensurate phases with large superstructure unit c
were observed, namely, a (A193A19)R23.4° phase
at a coverageQ50.37 ~Refs. 12 and 19! and a (A7
3A7)R19.2° phase with a saturation coverage ofQ
50.43.7,19 Both phases exist in two domains rotate
against each other. Also, the phase transit
from (A33A3)R30° to (A193A19)R23.4° to (A7
3A7)R19.2° as a function of coverage was reported for
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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on Pd~111!.19 The (A33A3)R30° structure can also be ob
tained at higher temperatures (6565 K), whereas at 80
65 K only the ‘‘dilute’’ phase was found to be stable again
desorption. The Xe atoms in the ‘‘dilute’’ phase and in t
(A33A3)R30° phase where found to reside in on-t
positions.7,13

Kessleret al.20,21 also reported an incommensurate sup
structure at a coverageQ50.42 obtained from the (A3
3A3)R30° structure by compressing and slight rotations
63.8°. Starting from the (A73A7)R19.2° structure and in-
creasing the Xe coverage at sufficiently low temperature,
formation of a Xe~111! crystal was reported by Hilgers.19

This Xe~111! film was azimuthally aligned with the (A7
3A7)R19.2° structure and thus occurred in two orientatio
rotated by619.2° with respect to the Pd~111! substrate.

The first LEED intensity analysis for Xe/Pd~111! gave a
binding distance in the (A33A3)R30° phase ofd53.5
60.1 Å with the Xe atoms being adsorbed in hollow sites12

In the ‘‘dilute’’ phase the adsorbed Xe atoms were found
occupy on-top sites with a Xe-Pd distanced54.060.1 Å.12

More recently, Caragiuet al.13 found that also in the (A3
3A3)R30° phase Xe is adsorbed on top of the Pd ato
with a bond lengthd53.0760.06 Å.

Contrary to the results reported previously by Hilge
et al.,12 we find a number of additional phases for X
Pd~111! not only in the monolayer regime, but also in th
bilayer and multilayer regime, depending on the substr
temperatureT and the Xe coverageQ. In addition, the phase
diagram was found to be extremely sensitive to small im
rity concentrations. In fact, the previously reported (A19
3A19)R23.4° and (A73A7)R19.2° phases appear to b
related to residual H and CO contamination, respectivel22

In the following, we will report the complete structural pha
diagram of Xe, which we believe to be characteristic of t
cleanPd~111! surface.

The paper is organized as follows: After a brief descr
tion of the experimental setup in the next section, we w
present the phase diagram extracted from LEED patte
LEED intensity versus exposure curves, and temperat
programmed desorption spectra. The results are discuss
the light of previous experimental work and theoretical p
dictions of 2D phase diagrams and phase transitions.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup23 consists of an ultrahigh vacuum
~UHV! chamber with a base pressure in the low 10211 mbar
range. Besides a supersonic helium nozzle beam for the
energy atom scattering~TEAS!, it contains common surfac
analytic tools, like an Auger electron spectroscopy~AES!
facility, a quadrupole mass analyzer~QMA! for temperature-
programmed desorption~TPD! studies, and a video LEED
system.

The sample, a hat-shaped Pd~111! crystal, is mounted on a
three-axis goniometer and can be positioned with respec
the LEED beam via a 3D manipulator. The two wires of
K-type thermocouple are welded on opposite sides of
crystal to average over the temperature gradient across
04540
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sample. The sample can be cooled to 20 K by a helium fl
cryostat and heated to 1200 K using a computer contro
electron impact heater.24 After a prolonged treatment in a
oxygen atmosphere of 1028 mbar at 1000 K, the sample wa
finally cleaned by repeated cycles of sputtering with 800
Ar1 ions at 620 K and consecutive flash annealing to 10
K. The surface cleanliness was checked by TPD and LE
and the cleaning cycles were repeated until no traces of
main contaminants CO and H could be detected. The ove
crystalline quality of the sample surface was checked by
cording LEED images from different areas of the crystal s
face.

Xe was exposed by backfilling the chamber with Xe up
a partial pressure of about 1028 mbar for a certain period o
time. The Xe pressure reading was previously calibra
against a spinning rotor gauge and only the corrected va
for the Xe partial pressure and the Xe exposures are g
here. The conversion between exposure~1 Langmuir5 1 L
51026 torr s) and coverage is determined fromI (t) curves
~LEED spot intensity versus time!, showing distinct kinks at
monolayer, bilayer, and trilayer completion@see, e.g., Fig.
1~b!#. The absolute coverageQ is defined as the number o
Xe atoms per Pd~111! surface atom. For instance, th
completion of the (A33A3)R30° phase at 2.9 L corre
sponds to Q51/3 or a surface atom density of 5.
31014 Xe atoms/cm2. We found no differences in the Xe
adlayer structures when the LEED filament and/or the e
tron beam (I beam,2 mA) were switched on or off during the
preparation of the Xe adlayers. On the other hand, adsorp
from the residual gas~especially hydrogen and CO! was
found to have a strong influence on the Xe structures
phase transitions. In order to avoid contamination induc
effects, the background pressure had to be kept below
310211 mbar during the entire experiment.

III. RESULTS

We determined the structural phase diagram~summarized
in Fig. 4! from the recorded LEED images and LEEDI (t)
curves, by identifying different phases as a function
sample temperatureT and Xe coverageQ. The clean
Pd~111! surface was exposed to a certain amount of Xe a
given temperature, then LEED images were recorded ei
with the 3D Xe gas pumped off or not. We also monitor
the intensity of the~10!, ~01!, andA3 diffraction spots as a
function of Xe exposure at different temperatures. To t
end, we backfilled the chamber with a certain Xe part
pressure (;1028 mbar) and followed the spot intensity co
rected for the background as a function of time@ I (t) curves#.
We set finite windows around the spots and subtracted f
the total intensity inside the window the background calc
lated from the intensity at the window perimeter.

A. LEED intensity curves: Xe adsorption and adlayer
morphology

The intensities of the~10! and~01! LEED spots plotted as
a function of the Xe exposure show distinct kinks at t
completion of the first monolayer at 3.75 L@Figs. 1~a,b!#.
Below 45 K the decay of the intensities with additional e
6-2
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LOW-TEMPERATURE PHASES OF Xe ON Pd~111! PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 045406 ~2003!
posure is roughly exponential and, therefore, the gro
seems to be three dimensional@Fig. 1~a!#. For temperatures
between 45 K and 60 K@Fig. 1~b!#, distinct kinks can also be
seen at the coverages corresponding to bi-, and trila
completion at 7.5 L and 11.3 L, respectively, indicating lay
by layer growth. Above 60 K, a second layer cannot be c
densed at a typical 3D Xe partial pressure of 1028 mbar. At
temperatures between 60 K and 90 K@Figs. 1~c,d!#, there
only remains the shoulder in theI (t) curves, which corre-
sponds to the completion of the (A33A3)R30° phase at 2.9
L followed by an additional slight decay characteristic for
~partial! compression of the monolayer. The maximu
amount of Xe adsorbed on Pd~111! at 1028 mbar corre-
sponds to 3.75 L at 60 K and 2.9 L at 90 K. For high
exposures, the LEED intensities remain constant.

FIG. 1. Xe adsorption curves: Intensity of the~1,0! and ~0,1!
LEED spots of the Pd~111! substrate as a function of Xe exposure
&25 K ~a!, 46 K ~b!, 62 K ~c!, and 90 K~d!; electron beam energy
60 eV; Xe partial pressure 831029 mbar. In~b! and~d! the inten-
sity variation of the~1/3,1/3! LEED spot characteristic of a (A3
3A3)R30° phase is also shown. The dashed vertical lines at 3
L, 7.5 L, and 11.25 L, correspond to mono-, bi-, and trilay
completion, respectively. The dotted line at 2.9 L indicates
completion of the (A33A3)R30° phase (Q51/3).
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Also shown in Fig. 1~b! is the Xe-induced~1/3,1/3! spot
intensity, which rises up to a maximum at 2.9 L. This ma
mum corresponds to the completion of th
(A33A3)R30° commensurate phase, i.e., to a coverageQ
51/3. The compression of the (A33A3)R30° phase leads
to a splitting of the~1/3,1/3! spot into 3 or 6 spots. This
explains the sudden decrease of the~1/3,1/3! spot intensity
for Q.0.33. The constant value of 3.75 L required for t
saturation of the first and all subsequent Xe layers indicat
constant sticking coefficient, if we assume that the density
the compressed monolayer is about the same as the su
density of the multilayer Xe films. Since the sticking coef
cient of Xe on a Xe film can be assumed to approach unit
low surface temperature, the sticking coefficient in t
monolayer regime must also be close to one. A cons
sticking coefficients close to unity is also consistent with th
Xe atom densitynXe obtained experimentally after exposin
the sample for a given time intervalt to a Xe atmosphere
~gas temperatureTg5300 K, partial pressurep) and the
value calculated from kinetic gas theorynXe

5spt/A2pmXekBT. For instance, the calculated Xe ato
density for an exposure of 2.9 L and a sticking coefficie
s51 amounts to 5.1431014 Xe atoms/cm2 or Q50.34,
which is in excellent agreement with the saturation cover
Q51/3 of the (A33A3)R30° phase. This calibration als
gives the saturation coverage of the monolayer and the
sequent multilayers to beQ50.4360.1 and, hence, a Xe
nearest-neighbor spacing of 4.260.1 Å, slightly smaller than
the value for bulk Xe~4.34 Å!.

B. LEED patterns: Xe adlayer structures and phase diagram

For low exposures, Xe initially forms a 2D gas phase
the surface whose saturation coverage does not exceed a
percent of a monolayer at low temperatures. We observ
decrease of intensity of the~10! and ~01! spots, but no~1/
3,1/3! spots@see, e.g., Fig. 1~b!#. From the LEED images, we
cannot decide whether Xe adsorbs at the step edges
With increasing exposure up to 2.9 L (Q50.33), an ordered
(A33A3)R30° LEED pattern@Fig. 2~a!# gradually devel-
ops and sharpens, indicating the formation of commen
rately ordered Xe patches, whose size increases continuo
with coverage. In contrast to Xe/Pt~111!, this phase can al-
ready be seen at 40 K and is stable up to 80–100 K depe
ing on the surface coverage. At temperatures above 100
the commensurate (A33A3)R30° phase dissolves into a 2D
disordered~gas or liquid! phase and, finally, Xe completel
desorbs from the surface. In the temperature range betw
100 K and 104 K, the intensity of the~10! spots decrease
upon adsorption, whereas the intensity of the~1/3,1/3! spots
increases only slightly. For still higher temperatures the~10!
spot intensity does not change upon exposure at a Xe pa
pressure of the order of 1028 mbar.

Increasing the Xe exposure to 3.75 L (Q50.43) at 40 K
<T<70 K leads to a phase transition from the commen
rate (A33A3)R30° phase to a compressed incommensur
~IC! phase and, finally, to a hexagonal incommensurate
tated~HIR! phase. The LEED pattern obtained from the
phase@Fig. 2~b!# shows the splitting of each~1/3,1/3! spot
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FIG. 2. Examples of LEED
patterns ~beam energy, 60 eV!
characterizing the Xe adlaye
structure in the monolayer regim
as a function of coverage:~a!
(A33A3)R30° phase, ~b! hex-
agonal incommensurate phas
~HI!, ~c! onset of the adlayer rota
tion, ~d! and~e! hexagonal incom-
mensurate rotated phase~HIR!.
The lower right panel shows a
schematic of the Xe-induced spo
splitting in the vicinity of the
~1/3,1/3! spot position~thin verti-
cal line!. Different shades of gray
symbolize the relative spot inten
sities.
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into a spot triplet forming a triangle pointing outwards. Su
a splitting is characteristic for a domain wall phase, which
the present case can be identified as a hexagonal domain
phase with superheavy domain walls.25 The distance of the
corner spots from the center of the triangle@located at the
original ~1/3,1/3! position# increases with increasing cove
age @Fig. 2~c!#, and finally the spots at each corner of t
triangle split into two new spots indicating a rotation of t
Xe adlayer with respect to the Pd~111! high symmetry direc-
tion @Fig. 2~d!#. The spot splitting and rotation continue
increase until at the saturation coverage of 3.75 L the
spots of the HIR phase are clearly resolved@Fig. 2~e!#.

Starting with a Xe exposure of 3.75 L at 70 K and raisi
the temperatures toT590 K leads to a partial desorption o
Xe and causes the phase transition from HIR to HI until at
K a sharp (A33A3)R30° LEED pattern is obtained. Thi
reflects the fact that the compression and hence the forma
of the dense domain walls are energetically unfavorable.

At still higher Xe exposures (.3.75 L) and for T
,60 K, a Xe bilayer starts to grow that can be identified
the LEED pattern by the appearance of a ‘‘seven-spot’’ d
fraction pattern@Fig. 3~a!#. The distance between the centr
spot of this seven spot arrangement and the~0,0! spot closely
matches the nearest-neighbor lattice spacing of the b
Xe~111! single crystal ofaXe

b 54.34 Å, i.e., the seven spot
are no longer centered around the commensurate~1/3,1/3!
position (aXe

c 54.76 Å). The surrounding six spots can b
attributed either to the double diffraction from the incom
mensurate Xe bilayer and the underlying Pd~111! substrate or
to a periodic buckling of the bilayer in response to the s
strate corrugation~Moiré pattern!. In both cases the spo
splitting is consistent with a misfitm512aXe

c /aXe
b 529%

and aR30° azimuthal orientation of the adlayer with respe
to the substrate. Upon further increase of the exposureT
,54 K, the second-order diffraction and/or the buckling a
plitude gradually weakens and the six outer spots fade a
until only single, sharp Xe~111! spots~rotated by 30° with
respect to the substrate! remain @Fig. 3~b!#. Between 54 K
04540
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and 60 K and for exposures higher than 3.75 L, the LE
images show six short bars~containing, most likely, two in-
dividual but unresolved spots per bar! around the centra
Xe~111! spots. Above 60 K and for Xe background pressu
&1028 mbar, only the Xe monolayer is stable against d
sorption and a second layer cannot be adsorbed on Pd~111!.

In another series of experiments, we exposed the Pd~111!
surface at 40 K and carefully annealed the adsorbed Xe la
to a given temperature, at which a LEED image was th
recorded. These results are consistent with the results a
and the phase diagram depicted in Fig. 4. Small differen
between the constant temperature and the annealing ex
ments may be attributed to nonequilibrium effects, since
the latter case the ordering of the adlayer and partial des
tion may occur during the annealing.

FIG. 3. ~a! LEED pattern of the Xe bilayer structure~beam
energy, 90 eV! and~b! LEED pattern of a multilayer Xe film~beam
energy: 60 eV!. ~c! Schematic of the spot splitting for the Xe bilaye
showing the relationship between the satellite spots, the positio
the substrate spots~dark squares!, and the nominal position of the
~1/3,1/3! spot~small open square!. Different shades of gray symbol
ize the relative spot intensities.
6-4
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C. Influence of surface impurities

Even after careful preparation, a small residual conta
nation cannot be completely ruled out. If the Xe adsorpt
experiments were not conducted under optimum vacu
conditions and immediately after the sample preparation,
could repeatedly observe two characteristic changes in
LEED patterns and their evolution with coverage and/or te
perature.~i! In many cases, the~1/3,1/3! spot of the initial
(A33A3)R30° structure became diffuse over an extend
coverage regime@Fig. 5~a!#, which is reminiscent of the ‘‘di-
lute’’ phase reported in previous studies.~ii ! A new phase
was obtained at monolayer saturation characterized by a
splitting into a triangle pointinginward as illustrated in Fig.
5~b!. Sometimes, we could still observe the same seque
of the splitting of the~1/3,1/3! spot into a triangle pointing
outwards~HI phase! followed by an azimuthal splitting o
the 3 individual spots indicating the rotation of the adlay
~HIR phase!. In contrast to the ‘‘clean’’ case, the spot rotatio
continued beyond the ‘‘six-spot’’ structure@Fig. 2~e!# until
neighboring satellites joined again, giving rise to 3 sp
forming a triangle pointing inward.

In fact, the~1/3,1/3! spot exhibits a triangular structure
coverages well below the saturation of th
(A33A3)R30° phase atQ51/3. This could explain the dif-
fuseness of the spot, but then the compression of the adl
should start well below the saturation of a homogene
(A33A3)R30° monolayer. A similar situation has been o
served previously in the case of Kr on graphite,26 where the
addition of deuterium gas also lead to an early compres
of the Kr 2D islands via the same transition from a comm
surate (A33A3)R30° phase to a HI domain wall phase.
the present case, we believe that the modification of the

FIG. 4. Schematic structural phase diagram for Xe/Pd~111!, in-
dicating the regions of stability of the various phases. G, 2D
phase; L, liquid phase;A3, (A33A3)R30° phase; HI, hexagona
incommensurate phase; HIR, hexagonal incommensurate ro
phase; BL, bilayer; TL, trilayer. Dashed lines are rough estima
only; the upper solid lines where derived from adsorption~Fig. 1!
and desorption curves~Fig. 6! and correspond to the threshold tem
peratures where the vapor pressure of the respective phase ex
;1028 mbar. Circles are data points obtained from Figs. 1 and
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phase diagram on the slightly contaminated surface could
due to adsorbed hydrogen. This is supported by experim
in which well defined amounts of hydrogen were prea
sorbed on the clean Pd~111! surface.22 It was found that hy-
drogen exposures of the order of 1022 L only give rise to
similar characteristic features as described above: a dif
~1/3,1/3! spot at intermediate coverages and an inward po
ing triangle at monolayer saturation. The size of this triang
i.e., the final spot splitting depends on the hydrogen cov
age. At larger hydrogen precoverages~exposures>0.05 L)
the spots at the corners of the triangle are again split, ev
tually giving rise to a LEED pattern characteristic of
(A193A19)R23.4° structure.

As a result, we are confident that the phase diagram
Fig. 4 extracted from the LEED patterns in Figs. 2 and 3
indeed, characteristic of thecleanPd~111! surface. However,
due to the extreme sensitivity of the Xe adlayer structure
smallest amounts of residual surface impurities, we can
rule out that the small but finite concentration of residu
surface defects or impurities, still present on the suppose
clean surface, may already influence the details of the
phase diagram.

D. Temperature-programmed desorption

Complementary information on the binding energy of X
in different layers and monolayer phases as well as on
adsorbed amount~relative coverages! in these phases hav
been obtained from TPD experiments. Figure 6 shows a
ries of TPD spectra recorded for different amounts of
adsorbed on the supposedlycleanPd~111! surface. The lead-
ing edge of the multilayer desorption peak~not shown! was
used to calibrate the temperature scale.27 From a linear fit to

s

ted
s

eds
.

FIG. 5. Influence of surface impurities~most likely hydrogen
contamination! on the phase diagram.~a! ‘‘Dilute’’ phase obtained
after exposure of 0.8 L at 60 K.~b! g phase obtained at monolaye
saturation~3.4 L! at 60 K. Electron beam energy, 101 eV.~c! Sche-
matic view of the Xe adlayer structure in theg phase with coverage
Q50.4060.01 and rotation anglea5(22.261)°, asderived from
the spot splitting in~b!.
6-5
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the leading edge of the zero-order bilayer desorption p
~BL! in the ‘‘Menzel-Schlichting’’ plot@logarithmic desorp-
tion rate versus reciprocal temperature, with thex axis in-
verted as compared to an Arrhenius plot;27 see Fig. 6~b!# a
desorption energyEdes

BL 517665 meV and a desorption pref
actor n0533101260.2 Hz is deduced. In the monolayer re
gime two peaks at 95 K and 122 K can be distinguish
corresponding to the compressed~HI, HIR! and the (A3
3A3)R30° phase, respectively. The relative area of th
two desorption peaks is consistent with the Xe coverage
1/3 ~commensurate! and 0.43~monolayer saturation! as de-
termined from the adsorption curves~Sec. III A!. The high-
temperature desorption peak exhibits first-order beha
~constant peak position!. Both the initial slope and a Red
head analysis give a total binding energy in this unco
pressed, commensurate phase ofEdes

0 5320610 meV and a
desorption prefactorn0553101261 Hz. Using these values
we have calculated the first-order desorption curves by i
grating the Polanyi-Wigner equation. The result forQ51/3
is plotted in Fig. 6 for comparison. The agreement with

FIG. 6. Temperature-programmed desorption spectra~TPD! of
Xe/Pd~111! for different initial coverages ranging betweenQ
50.13 ~0.3 ML! andQ50.52 ~1.2 ML!. ~a! Linear representation
~b! Menzel-Schlichting plot. Small open circles indicate the ide
first-order desorption behavior, calculated by integrating
Polanyi-Wigner equation using a desorption energyEdes

0

5320 meV and a prefactorn05531012 Hz. Only the calculated
curve for saturation coverage of the uncompressed phaseQ
51/3) is shown.
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experimental data is excellent for the leading edge~which is
relevant for extractingEdes

0 and n0), whereas an additiona
high-temperature ‘‘tail’’ can be seen in the experimen
spectra. This tail could be due to the presence of stron
binding sites~steps, defects, impurities! or simply be an ar-
tifact due to the finite pumping speed and the accumula
of residual Xe gas starting to desorb from parts of the sam
holder or cryostat.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Adlayer structure and phase diagram

The phase diagram and phase transitions of the rare g
on graphite and many metal surfaces have been studied
tensively both experimentally1,2 and by theory.3 A transition
from a (A33A3)R30° phase into an incommensurate pha
upon monolayer compression has been reported for Kr
graphite28,29 and for Xe adsorbed on Pt~111!.30 Theory pre-
dicts that the transformation from the (A33A3)R30° com-
mensurate phase~C! into a HI phase can occur either d
rectly, via a first-order transition, or via an intermedia
striped incommensurate~SI! phase.31 In the latter case, both
transitions C→SI and SI→HI are continuous. Both case
were, indeed, observed experimentally: Kr/graphite show
C→HI transition, whereas Xe/Pt~111! presents an exampl
for the sequence C→SI→HI. With increasing compression
~large lattice misfit!, the HI incommensurate adlayer ma
rotate as a whole to form a so called HIR phase. Suc
rotation can reduce the overall strain energy of the adla
as was first shown by Novaco and McTague.32 Indeed, Kr/
graphite, Xe/Pt~111! and many other rare-gas systems we
found to form HIR phases upon monolayer completion.

Consequently, the sequence C→HI→HIR observed for
Xe on Pd~111! is quite consistent with the known behavior
the rare gases on hexagonal surfaces. Also the existence
2D gas phase at low coverages and a disordered~liquid!
phase at higher temperatures~Fig. 4! is common to
most rare-gas adlayers and physisorption systems in gen
Yet, there are a few important differences betwe
the Pd~111! and the Pt~111! case:~i! on Pd~111! the (A3
3A3)R30° phase is obtained already at low temperat
~40 K!, whereas for Pt~111! it is only stable for temperature
above 60 K. Since the nominal lattice misfit in the comme
surate phase is only slightly smaller for Xe/Pd~9%! than for
Xe/Pt ~10%!, this is a first indication for a relatively weake
lateral Xe-Xe interaction and, hence, a stronger influence
the substrate corrugation in the case of Pd~111!. ~ii ! On
Pd~111!, Xe was reported to adsorb in a ‘‘dilute’’ phase wit
weak A3 superstructure peaks up to rather high coverag7

whereas on Pt~111! large islands are formed after 2D con
densation, indicating a sizable attractive lateral interaction
Pt~111!.18 In contrast to the previous work, conducted at
evated temperatures, we find rather sharp~1/3,1/3! spots at
intermediate coverages and lower surface temperature.
the other hand, the spot intensity and sharpness decr
steadily with increasing temperature. As an example, Fig
shows the~reversible! variation of the~1/3,1/3! spot intensity
for a Xe coverage ofQ50.11, which is about one-third o
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the saturation density of the (A33A3)R30° phase. In this
regime, a completely disordered~‘‘dilute’’ ! 2D Xe phase is
obtained above 80 K.33 This behavior can again be explaine
in terms ofweak lateral interactions, but the presence of
well-ordered condensed phase at lower temperatures su
that these interactions areattractive.

B. Xe binding and lateral interaction

More about the binding energy of Xe on Pd~111! and the
lateral interactions can be learned from the TPD experime
presented in Sec. III D and Fig. 6. The desorption ene
Edes

0 5320 meV, inferred from theA3 peak in Fig. 6~b!,
should be compared to the Xe binding energy range of 3
330 meV reported by Wandelt and Hulse.6 Note that the lat-
ter values were determined from a Redhead analysisassum-
ing a prefactor ofn051015 Hz; taking a prefactor betwee
1012 and 1013 Hz as determined from Fig. 6~b! would give
about 50 meV smaller values forEdes

0 . In contrast to Wan-
delt and Hulse, we do not find any significant decrease of
binding energy up to the saturation coverage of the (A3
3A3)R30° phase. Only upon compression of the comm
surate Xe layer is this energy strongly reduced. From
position of the ‘HI, HIR’ peak in Fig. 6 at about 95 K we ca
estimate the binding energy of the Xe atoms incorporate
the dense domain walls to be of the order of 250 meV, wh
is about 70 meV smaller than in the commensurate (A3
3A3)R30° domains. Note that this low-temperature d
sorption peak, as well as the corresponding compresse
and HIR phases, have not been detected by Wandelt
Hulse,6 because their adsorption and desorption experim
were performed above 95 K, where only the (A3
3A3)R30° phase is stable.

The strictfirst-order desorption behavior up to saturatio
of the (A33A3)R30° phase is again indicative ofweaklat-
eral interactions. Here ‘‘weak’’ means that the lateral int
action energy per atomVlat is small compared to the therma
energykBT in the temperature rangeT5100–120 K, where
the desorption takes place,34 i.e., Vlat!10 meV. In fact,at-
tractive interactions*kBT would stabilize the phase coex
istence between a 2D gas and a 2D solid phase, resultin

FIG. 7. Variation of the~1/3,1/3! spot intensity as a function o
temperature recorded after Xe exposure of 1.0 L (Q50.11).
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a zero-order desorption behavior characterized by a com
leading edge of the TPD traces. On the other hand, siz
repulsiveinteractions would give rise to a second-order-li
character, namely, a shift of the desorption maxima towa
lower temperature with increasing initial coverage.35 To fur-
ther illustrate this point, we may compare the present fi
ings with the Xe desorption on Pt~111!.36 In this case, the
desorption from the (A33A3)R30° phase occurs at aroun
105 K via a process which is zero order for higher init
coverages but first order at low Xe coverages. Despite
rather limited first-order regime for the Xe/Pt~111! system, a
quantitative fit of the desorption curves can only be obtain
by assuming a very small~effective! lateral interaction of 3
37 meV521 meV only.35,36 By comparison, the lateral in
teraction in the case of Xe/Pd~111!, where the first-order be
havior is much more pronounced, should be significan
smaller.

The stronger binding of Xe to the Pd~111! surface
(;320 meV) as compared to Pt~111! @;260 meV~Ref. 35!#
is somewhat surprising, since the van der Waals interac
between Xe and metals with a very similar free electron d
sity such as Pt and Pd should not be too different. Howe
in contrast to Pd, the~111! face of Pt supports ansp surface
state or resonance close to the Fermi level in the center o
surface Brillouin zone.37 On Pt~111! the surface state is par
tially occupied, whereas on Pd~111! it is not. The contribu-
tion of intrinsic surface states to the binding of the nob
gases on metals has been proposed to explain the stro
vertical binding of Xe on Pd~111! as compared to Pt~111!
and ~at least partially! the stronger repulsive contribution t
the lateral interactions for the Xe/Pd~111! system.38 A stron-
ger Xe-metal binding was also found to correlate with
larger Xe-induced work function change, i.e., with an i
crease of the adsorption-induced dipole moment.6 Therefore,
an enhanced repulsive contribution to the lateral interac
for strongly binding substrates is also expected to arise fr
the related increase of the Xe dipole-dipole repulsion.6,17

In summary, we can understand the weakeffectivelateral
interactions in the Xe (A33A3)R30° phase~evidenced by
the first order character of the corresponding TPD spectr
Fig. 6! to arise from an almost complete canceling of t
attractive van der Waals interaction between neighboring
atoms by the strong repulsive contributions to the lateral
teraction, expected for a strongly binding substrate such
Pd~111!. On the other hand, the formation of 2D islands~see
discussion in Sec. IV A! suggests that the attractive van d
Waals contribution is not completely canceled~or even over-
compensated as suggested in Refs. 6 and 7! by the repulsive
contributions. Thus the net,effectivelateral interaction is cer-
tainly weak but probably still attractive on thecleanPd~111!
surface.

Note, that the observation of a ‘‘dilute’’ phase at tempe
tures above 80 K~Refs. 7 and 12! are not necessarily in
contradiction with the presence ofweak lateral attractions
and hence the formation of 2D islands or clusters as obse
at lower surface temperatures. Indeed, the disappearanc
the sharp~1/3,1/3! LEED spots~Fig. 7! is indicative of a
thermally induced disordering~2D melting or sublimation!
of the weakly bound 2D solid phase. Likewise, the first-ord
6-7
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desorption indicates that the (A33A3)R30° phase dissolve
into a single, weakly correlated phase~to be identified with
the ‘‘dilute’’ phase of Refs. 7 and 12! well below the onset of
desorption atT'110 K ~Fig. 6!. Quantitative information on
the size of the lateral interactions could be obtained in a h
resolution LEED study of the coverage and temperature
pendence of the structural ordering within the (A3
3A3)R30° phase.

C. The influence of impurities

The amplitude and sign of the lateral interactions co
depend on the cleanliness, i.e., on the presence of impur
and/or surface defects. For instance, an increase of the b
ing energy at a surface defect or impurity could increase
repulsive contribution to the lateral interaction, as was
served for Xe atoms adsorbed at the step edges on a Pt~111!
surface.17 This is particularly problematic in the present cas
since the lateral interactions on the clean Pd~111! surfaces
are quite weak and a possible modification could give rise
large relative changes or even a reversal of the sign. As
consequence, the shape of the desorption spectra an
structural phase diagram can be significantly affected. Su
strong influence of the presence of surface impurities like
and CO is, indeed, observed experimentally.22

One example concerns the Xe adlayer structure at mo
layer saturation. Whereas the clean surface yields the 6
LEED pattern@Fig. 2~e!#, a slight hydrogen contaminatio
gives rise to a completely different LEED pattern charact
ized by a spot splitting into three spots forming a triang
pointing inward @Fig. 5~b!#. At first sight, the Xe adlayer in
this phase appears to be nonrotated with respect to the
symmetry directions of the substrate. In fact, the position
the satellite spots is close to that expected for a (737)
phase. A very similar spot splitting was reported for D2 ad-
sorbed on graphite39 and has been interpreted as an inco
mensurate structure~termed theg phase! in which the ad-
layer is rotated in such a way that the modulation or buckl
giving rise to the satellite spots is exactly aligned with t
substrate. If we attribute the LEED pattern in Fig. 5~b! to
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mie, Universita¨t Erlangen-Nu¨rnberg, D-91058 Erlangen, Ger
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†Present address: Ellcotec, Auerbach 16/11, A-5301 Eugen
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such ag phase, we can determine from the spot splitting
Xe coverage to 0.4060.01 and the rotation angle of the ad
layer to (22.261)° @Fig. 5~c!#.

As a result, we suggest that the main effect of a conta
nation of the Pd~111! surface is a change of the monolay
saturation coverageQML and a modification of the adlaye
rotation. Both effects can be attributed to a change of
lateral interactions since this would affect the compressibi
of the adlayer and, hence, the saturation coverage as we
the elastic properties~stiffness! of the monolayer, thereby
affecting its rotational behavior.32 Also the previously ob-
served high-order commensurate phases7,12 (A19
3A19)R23.4°(QML50.37) and (A73A7)R19.2°(QML
50.43), which we attribute to contamination with H an
CO, respectively,22 can be understood along the same lin
These phases again differ in the saturation coverage as
as in the rotation angle.

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied the adsorption and structure formation
Xe on the clean Pd~111! surface. We find a strong binding t
the substrate (320610 meV) but a very weak~probably at-
tractive! effective lateral interaction, which is definitel
smaller than kBT at desorption temperatures, i.e.,Vlat
!10 meV. Within the monolayer regime, a phase transit
sequence (A33A3)R30°→HI→HIR is observed, which is
consistent with theory and similar to the case of Kr on gra
ite. The (A33A3)R30° phase is stable at low temperatu
but may dissolve into a weakly correlated~‘‘dilute’’ ! phase at
higher temperature—again suggestingweakattractive Xe-Xe
interactions. The Xe adlayer structure is very sensitive to
presence of impurities, such as H and CO. This sensitivit
attributed to the weak effective lateral interaction and
strong relative changes of the amplitude and, possibly, e
the sign ofVlat .
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